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A special flight for some 200 Afghans who qualify for Special Immigrant Status (SIV) arrived Friday in the United States as part of an operation to evacuate those who provided help to the U.S.
Evacuated Afghan Interpreters in Final Processing at US Army Base
Just as the White House is trying to influence social media companies to police ‘misinformation’, new data has shown a shocking amount of US liberals may want arguments they disagree with to receive ...
A third of US liberals want ‘weaker arguments’ to be given less coverage by the media, but who decides which views these are?
US president Joe Biden has announced sweeping new pandemic requirements aimed at boosting vaccination rates for millions of federal workers and contractors, as he lamented the “American tragedy” of ...
Biden orders tough new vaccination rules for US government workers
Local union president Eric Speirs says the U.S. Bureau of Prisons is failing to take adequate precautions as COVID-19 cases spike at the Federal Detention Center in downtown Miami.
Prison Staff Warn of Potential COVID-19 Outbreak in Miami Detention Center
ISLAMABAD: Federal Minister for Information and Broadcasting Fawad Chaudhry has slammed the Indian government for failing to control the spread of the Delta version of the corona virus. The minister, ...
Fawad lashes out at Indian govt over spread of Delta variant of COVID-19
CUBA — Although last year’s pandemic delayed the celebration of the 100th anniversary of the passage of the 19th Amendment giving women the right to vote, it didn’t stop local ...
Centennial celebration of 19th Amendment passage slated for September
Earlier this month, Max Rose stepped away from his post as the Pentagon’s COVID-19 adviser, a role he took on after failing to win a second term on Capito ...
Max Rose reflects on time as Pentagon COVID-19 advisor, doesn’t rule out potential run for Congress
The Biden administration is expected to announce new sanctions on Cuba as President Joe Biden meets with Cuban-American leaders at the White House to discuss a U.S. response to recent social protests ...
US readies new Cuba sanctions as Biden meets Cuban-Americans
The US Government has urged the civil courts in Virginia to protect the employment details of Harry Dunn’s alleged killer in the interests of “national security”. The teenager’s parents, Charlotte ...
US Government bid to keep Dunn suspect’s job secret for ‘national security’
The Argentina Chapter of the Network of Intellectuals and Artists in Defense of Humanity has called on world peoples to reject the US blockade imposed and maintained by consecutive US administrations ...
Argentina Chapter of Network in Defense of Humanity calls on world people to reject Washington’s Cuba policy
City of West Palm Beach Mayor Keith James reinstated the face covering mandate at government facilities. The mandate will go into effect on Tuesday, Aug. 3. "For the safety and wellbeing of visitors ...
City of West Palm Beach reinstates mask mandates in government facilities
BATON ROUGE - The mayor's office announced Thursday that East Baton Rouge will require face coverings in city-parish offices starting Friday.
EBR city-parish government offices, library now requiring masks
Ministers will need to foster a different kind of proactive state, using measures such as wearing masks, to facilitate normal life rather than to confine us from it ...
We must learn to live with Covid – but the government is giving the public little confidence to do so
Daily case numbers have reached thee highest levels seen in three months, and hospitals are beginning to feel the brunt of that exponential increase.
Illinois COVID-19 hospitalizations jump 35% in a week, Chicago embraces indoor masking guidelines: ‘This isn’t forever’
SpiceJet (SG, Delhi Int'l) and Go First (G8, Mumbai Int'l) have been granted state aid of INR1.2 billion rupees (USD17.1 million) and INR256.5 million (USD3.4 million) respectively, under the Indian ...
India's SpiceJet and Go First granted US$20.5mn state aid
Despite the turnaround, higher inflation in the US could cause monetary policy to diverge, having important implications for markets ...
Eurozone growth overtakes US in surprise turnaround
Two ministers in the French government promoted the COVID-19 vaccine through their own example on Tuesday, with one of them administering the shot to the other. Health Minister Olivier Veran is a ...
French government minister injects fellow minister with COVID shot
British Prime Minister Boris Johnson said on Tuesday that people should not get carried away by six days of better COVID-19 infection data, while one of the country's top epidemiologists said the end ...
UK PM Johnson: don't get carried away with falling COVID-19 cases
Charles Musante Chapter 46 Athol celebrated 75 years of helping local veterans injured in the service of their country. Chapter Commander William Rivera cooked hamburgers, hot dogs, ...
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